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Plan of the talk:

- Two approaches: counting or fitting.

- (Dis-)advantages of each approach.

- A hybrid approach proposal: basis for a discussion.
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Counting approach

● Shot noise is the main contributor. CCD gain in Hermes is usually
2.9 e-/ADU < gain < 4.0 e-/ADU (known values for each CCD). 

● For noise we take sky un-subtracted spectra without cosmic (=stripe)
cleaning, fiber cross-talk removal or scattered light subtraction  and
shift them to the barycentric reference frame.

Noise = [n(exposures) gain N(counts_per_exposure_in_usky))] 0.5

Signal = n(exposures) gain N(counts_per_exposure_in_object_spectrum))

● The Signal spectrum should not have telluric absorptions removed.

● The ratio (Noise/Signal) is what is saved as the noise spectrum. This
ratio applies to both fluxed and normalized spectra. 
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Fitting approach

● Final (normalized) spectrum is compared to a best-fitting
template.

● Differences are assumed to be due to noise.

● Resampling of observed spectra artificially increases their S/N(a).
This should be taken into account.

Resampling(b):
- for a shift of 0.5 pixels the Noise/Signal ratio artificially improved by a factor of:

- for x = frac(shift in pixels) the artificial improval equals:

- and for a uniform (random) distribution of shifts it equals:                                      0.805.

(a) As an example, using splot task in IRAF and doing 'm m' for statistics does not give you the right result!   
(b) Zwitter et al. (2008)
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(Dis-)advantages of counting approach

✔  Noise estimate does not depend on the type of observed spectrum.

✔  It can be calculated on the fly, without knowledge of stellar parameters.

✗  Defects (stripes...), flat-field fringes and fiber imperfections are 
  assumed to subtracted perfectly and to contribute to noise only via 
  Poisson counts.
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(Dis-)advantages of fitting approach

✔  Uses only final products of the data reduction pipeline – no rebuilding
  of the code.

✗  Applies only to objects for which we are able to calculate template       
  spectra. This is doable only for normal stars and only during WG4
  processing.
 

✔ Can be modified, so that synthetic spectral template is replaced by
 comparison of sub-exposures in the same COB (which are first
 brought to the same flux level, also rejecting the most deviant of 
 the sub-exposures). 
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In any case, with spectral
template generating  
capabilities of our WG4 
we will do much better
than what is found in
the literature... 

N.B. Changes of log gf
and inclusion of “fake” 
Fe I lines to bring 1-D 
template spectra of 
Sun in Arcturus in line
with the observations.
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Current proposal

● Use counting approach on (sky, cross-talk, stripes, scattered light)
un-subtracted spectra (but without telluric absorption removal) to
obtain a basic estimate of N/S for each pixel. 

● Check COB for variation of 2 (out of 3) most similar flux values on
sub-exposures (rescaled to a common average flux and shape).
This approach is accurate in an average level but not on a pixel-to-
pixel scale. So use this result for scaling of the first approach. 

● Both approaches detect only random variations. Results of WG4
template fitting are crucial to detect systematic shifts (wrong fluxes
due to ghosts, etc.) but they are doable only for normal stars.

● All approaches above need to take out the artificial S/N
improvement when working with resampled spectra.
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Into the future

Eventually we may be able to integrate

     - noise determination,

     - normalization,

     - best template matching

into a single loop. This may include Gaussian processes to
account for correlations between errors of individual pixels.

But at the moment this is premature and it seems doable only for
normal stars, so it is perhaps too ambitious to start with it (and we
need something quick and dirty to begin with anyway).
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